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To those who know and love his work, Li Jieren 李劼人 (1891-1962) is one of twentieth-
century China’s most under-appreciated writers—at least outside of Sichuan, his home province, 
where he has always been acknowledged as an important cultural figure. Kenny Kwok-kwan Ng’s 
analysis of Li’s trilogy of novels set in the waning years of the Qing dynasty, the first English-language 
monograph devoted to them, both suggests why Li’s work has been overlooked and offers insight 
into the author’s attempts to navigate “the politics of writing home in a globalized age” (39). More 
specifically, Ng explores the strategies Li Jieren employed to write about historical events important 
to him and his hometown, Chengdu, in two very different versions of the third novel in the trilogy, 
The Great Wave 大波 (Dabo): the first edition appeared in the republican era in the late 1930s, and 
an extensively revised edition was published twenty years later in the People’s Republic of China.1 
The Great Wave is set in and around Chengdu in the last fifteen years of the Qing dynasty, an 
historical era that Li Jieren lived through as a child and young man. Li was in school in Chengdu in 
1911; he served as secretary to a county official for a few years during the early Republic and then 
edited a newspaper in Chengdu. In 1919 he joined the Young China Study Association 少年中國
學會 (Shaonian Zhongguo xuehui) and took part in a work-study program in France, spending 
four years working and reading literature in Paris and Montpellier. In 1924 Li returned to Chengdu, 
where he lived the rest of his life. In the late 1920s and early 1930s, he sometimes taught literature, 
briefly operated a restaurant, and spent two years managing the Minsheng Industrial Company’s 
machine shop. In the mid-1930s, he wrote and published his trilogy about Chengdu society during 
the Qing collapse—Ripples on Dead Water 死水微瀾 (Sishui weilan), Before the Tempest 暴風雨前 
(Baofeng yuqian), and The Great Wave.2 
Ripples on Dead Water is Li Jieren’s most famous work. It has been translated into Japanese, 
French, and English and has inspired a Sichuan opera, a feature film (Kuang 狂, directed by Ling 
Zifeng 凌子風, 1991), and two television dramas. Compared to Ripples, The Great Wave is much 
1　 Both versions are now available in simplified script as volumes three and four of the seventeen-volume Li 
Jieren quanji 李劼人全集 [Complete works of Li Jieren] (Chengdu 成都 : Sichuan wenyi chubanshe 四川
文 藝 出 版 社 , 2011). In addition to the trilogy, Li Jieren quanji includes much of the rest of Li’s literary 
output: another novel, short stories and novellas, plays, essays, and correspondence. Volumes eleven through 
seventeen comprise Li Jieren’s translations of European literature, including Madame Bovary. Two volumes 
of correspondence from Li Jieren’s later years that was not included in Li Jieren quanji have been published 
separately by Sichuan University Press 四川大學出版社 .
2　 The English titles for Sishui weilan and Baofeng yuqian used here are those Ng prefers. Two English editions 
of Sishui weilan have used slightly different titles: Ripples across Stagnant Water is the title of the 1990 Chinese 
Literature Press translation; Ripple on Stagnant Water is the title of Bret Sparling and Yin Chi’s translation 
(Portland, ME: MerlinAsia, 2014). 
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less widely known. A 32-episode television drama based on The Great Wave aired in China in 2014, 
and it will be interesting to see whether that, in addition to Ng’s book, will lead to a surge of interest 
in this complex novel. 
For Ng, Li Jieren’s writing career illustrates the difficulties facing an author who is emotionally 
and intellectually attached to a locality widely seen as peripheral. Writing compelling historical 
fiction about a place very familiar to one’s neighbors but almost unknown to the rest of the Chinese 
reading public was difficult in the 1930s; in the 1950s, though, Li’s work became even more 
complicated as novelists began to feel pressure to fit their fiction into an ideological framework 
with a clearly defined historical vision. Ng argues that Li struggled in the last years of his life to 
revise The Great Wave in response to criticism from his readers, including his Communist cadre 
son. Ultimately, though, Ng concludes, Li was “unwilling and also unable to change his novel 
of local memory into a work of national allegory” (36). Instead, Li Jieren’s dedication to “artistic 
integrity and individual vision based on his place experience and memory drove him to search for 
an alternative writing mode that conveys the local pasts as haphazard, coincidental, and polyphonic 
configurations of history” (12). 
Li Jieren’s approach to locality and history (his “geopoetics” in Ng’s formulation) shares 
something with the “roots” literature that began to appear in the post-Mao era, Ng argues, leading 
him to suggest that Li Jieren’s Chengdu trilogy be seen as “an important missing link to the 
continuing project of modern Chinese literary revisionism, in which contemporary authors of place-
writing have sought to deconstruct historiographical master narratives of the Maoist period” (35). 
Ng outlines his argument thoroughly in the introductory chapter. Among the theorists 
he draws upon to illuminate the problem of literature’s relationship to history and memory are 
Bahktin (on polyphony and chronotopes), Halbwachs (on collective memory), Hayden White (on 
emplotment), and Ann Rigby (on the power of historical novels to shape collective memory). He 
also discusses the influence on Li Jieren of French realist and naturalist literature and late-Qing 
“social panorama” novels by Zeng Pu 曾樸, Li Boyuan 李伯元, and Wu Jianren 吳趼人. Citing 
work by David Der-wei Wang and Jaroslav Průšek, Ng examines the popularity in the late-Qing era 
of sprawling fiction that encompassed multitudes of different characters and dramatic episodes. The 
Great Wave, he suggests, explores the history of the 1911 Revolution in Chengdu in a mode that 
bore more similarities to late-Qing and nineteenth-century European novels than it did to other 
Chinese fiction in the decades after 1911. 
In chapter two, Ng discusses Li Jieren’s sense of place, which he compares to that of William 
Faulkner. He argues that the roman-fleuve genre—a series of novels with multiple, interrelated 
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plotlines—that Li came to appreciate during his sojourn in France appealed to him because it 
allowed him the space for thick description of his home community. At several points in the book 
Ng mentions Ba Jin 巴金, Li Jieren’s more famous younger contemporary and fellow Chengdu 
native. Ng notes that Li Jieren sometimes compared himself to Ba Jin. But, despite the fact that 
both are set in Chengdu, it is hard to imagine two more different trilogies than Ba Jin’s Turbulent 
Stream [激流三部曲 Jiliu sanbuqu, including Family 家 (Jia, 1933), Spring 春 (Chun, 1938), and 
Autumn 秋 (Qiu, 1940)] and Li Jieren’s three novels about the coming of the 1911 Revolution. Ba 
Jin submerges the particularities of the urban setting of his Turbulent Stream novels so as to make 
the backdrop a generic “provincial city.” Perhaps to some extent Li Jieren was responding to Ba Jin’s 
blurring of Chengdu’s history in Family as he sat down to write his own very detailed historical 
fiction.  
The latter part of Ng’s chapter two illustrates Li Jieren’s sense of place through a discussion of 
Ripples on Dead Water. I found the argument in this section somewhat at odds with that outlined 
in the introduction and fleshed out in the later chapters, as well as less convincing. About Ripples, 
Ng writes, “Li’s idea of history is expressed through writing the locality as an ongoing process of 
change from the realm of rural stagnation to the full realization of the political form of modernity, 
the nation state” (63). As evidence of the modernization that is supposedly chronicled in Ripples, Ng 
cites the foreign goods available in Tianhui 天回, the small market town near Chengdu in which it 
is set, as well as the growing power of the Christian community. 
It is true that—in addition to the main plotline about the increasing sophistication of its 
heroine, Deng Yaogu 鄧么姑—the drama in the novel concerns the struggles between the local 
Gowned Brothers 袍哥 (paoge) gang and a small landholder who joins a Christian group in order 
to make use of the influence it has gained in official circles in the wake of the Boxer fiasco. But Ng’s 
argument that Li Jieren intended to depict Tianhui as being transformed by the forces of global 
capital does not ring true to me. Deng Yaogu is transformed as she comes into contact with life in 
general, not modernizing culture (she is taught about the possibilities of romantic, extramarital affairs 
by a seasoned courtesan, not by the products of global capital). Her intellectually-challenged but 
kind husband, “Silly Cai” 蔡傻子 (Cai shazi) cannot seriously be considered a “nascent bourgeois,” 
as Ng calls him more than once (71, 81).    
Given how effectively Ng argues throughout the rest of the book that Li Jieren was committed 
to a polyphonic and non-teleological approach to historical understanding, I found this short section 
of chapter two puzzling. It is particularly curious that Ng refers at one point to “Skewmouth” Luo 
羅歪嘴 (Luo waizui), the Gowned Brother leader, as Deng Yaogu’s “proletarian bandit lover” (81). 
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Later in the book he notes that Ding Ling 丁玲 read Ripples when she visited Sichuan in 1956 and 
at first found it charming. She changed her mind about it soon afterward, however, and objected 
particularly to the romanticization of Skewmouth Luo, whom she considered to be a “great exemplar 
of the reactionary classes” (p. 210). In my view, though, as fascinated as he was by the question of 
what motivated humans to take unconventional actions, Li Jieren was very consistent across his 
literary career in his avoidance of simplistic class analysis. 
In chapters three and four, Ng focuses on Li Jieren’s depiction of several significant historical 
events in Before the Tempest and the first version of The Great Wave. These include a clash between 
foreign Christian missionaries and a Chengdu crowd in 1895 and the “Chengdu massacre” of 
1911. The latter occurred after the Sichuan viceroy Zhao Erfeng 趙爾豐 had arrested several local 
elite who were leading a protest against the Qing nationalization of the Hankou-Sichuan railway 
company. Hundreds of people gathered at Zhao’s yamen to petition for their release, and guards 
fired into the crowd. Ng demonstrates that Li Jieren chose not to memorialize these events as part 
of progress toward a Chinese nation, but rather depicted them as they might have been experienced 
by the confused members of the crowd. This contrasts with the accounts of the 1911 events in the 
memoirs of Wu Yuzhang 吳玉章 and Li Jieren’s high school classmate Guo Moruo 郭沫若, which 
attribute class consciousness to the protestors and fit the events into a narrative about the rise of 
the Chinese masses. Unlike Wu and Guo, who draw conclusions about the meaning of the 1911 
Revolution, Ng shows convincingly that Li Jieren’s “narrator tries to engage the reader as an ironic 
spectator of the historical scene or tableau, and then as a suspicious inquirer into history,” without 
pointing toward any one interpretation of history’s significance (161).   
In depicting the confusion of the Chengdu crowds, Ng argues that Li Jieren’s work is reminiscent 
of Lu Xun’s (134). I agree that, as in Lu Xun’s writing, irony and satire feature prominently in Li’s 
narrative style, as well as in the late-Qing novels Ng discusses in the introduction. This is one of a 
number of themes for which Ng has laid a foundation for further exploration. Related to Li Jieren’s 
humor and his representation of the local is his familiarity with vernacular Sichuan oral expressions, 
including jargon popular among Gowned Brothers. The recent Sparling/Yin translation of Ripples 
attempts to take into account Li Jieren’s use of different linguistic voices (northern versus Sichuan 
mandarin) in rendering the dialogue into English.
Ng’s chapter five, “Love in the Time of Revolution,” explores one of The Great Wave’s main 
characters, Mrs. Huang 黃太太 (Huang taitai), and her affair with her husband’s nephew, Chu 
Zicai 楚子材. Ng juxtaposes the novel’s narration of the progress of the affair and the simultaneous 
unfolding of the 1911 Revolution, arguing that Li used the structure to stress how personal matters 
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and public events rarely (or never) fit into the same interpretive frame. The revolutionary events that 
bring down the Qing happen rapidly, seemingly uncontrollably, whereas the relationship between 
Mrs. Huang and Chu Zicai develops incrementally, with glances, sighs, and other flirtatious hints. 
In the first version of The Great Wave, Ng notes, the main characters act out their drama alongside 
the revolutionary events, but not as active parts of the revolution. That is one aspect of the novel that 
Li Jieren attempted to alter as he rewrote it in the late 1950s. 
Chapter six fully develops the theme of Li Jieren’s struggle to bring his Chengdu story into the 
framework of socialist revolutionary time, a goal he ultimately abandoned. Ng provides evidence 
that Li added material to The Great Wave that reflected understandings of the 1911 Revolution from 
a national perspective. At the same time, though, Li became obsessed with mastering the details of 
the events in Sichuan on the eve of the Qing collapse. Whereas he wrote the first version of the novel 
based primarily on his own memories of 1911, in the 1950s he amassed a huge collection of local 
materials from the early twentieth-century (donated at the end of his life to the Sichuan Provincial 
Library). Rather than being more ideologically correct, the second version of The Great Wave came 
to resemble reportage—Li Jieren embedded excerpts from historical documents into the text, in 
addition to many more historically verifiable details about the railroad protection movement and 
subsequent provincial rebellion against the Qing.3 
Ng points out, as well, that the second version of The Great Wave includes much more violence 
than the first version. In chapter six he analyzes in detail Li Jieren’s depiction, completely new in the 
second version, of the death of the Qing official Duanfang 端方, who was ordered to go to Chengdu 
to replace Zhao Erfeng as viceroy during the turmoil that resulted from the Chengdu massacre. In 
this very interesting section, Ng notes that, after building up the drama of Duanfang’s rivalry with 
Zhao in a way that recalls the Three Kingdoms 三國演義 (Sanguo yanyi), Li describes the death of 
Duanfang at the hands of his rebellious soldiers very simply, as a sort of bizarre, inexplicable twist 
of fate. 
Ng’s suggestion that Li Jieren’s description of Duanfang’s death—and his treatment of violence 
throughout the revised version—was shaped by his experiences during and after the anti-Rightist 
movement in 1957 strikes me as very perceptive and stimulating. Appointed a vice-mayor of 
Chengdu in the early 1950s, in the spring of 1957 Li Jieren defended a young poet accused of 
3　 Curiously enough, John Hersey’s novel The Call (New York: Knopf, 1985), set amid a Christian missionary 
community in Sichuan in the early twentieth century, adopts some similar techniques—although Hersey 
fabricated all the historical documents in his novel. Perhaps he had read and was influenced by The Great 
Wave. 
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bourgeois sentiment. A few months later Li issued a self-criticism and afterwards seems largely to 
have withdrawn from public life, devoting all of his time to rewriting The Great Wave. His unhappy 
experience as a non-Communist in public life in the PRC and his exposure to the senselessness of 
violence under several regimes, Ng argues, led him to revise his historical novel about China’s first 
twentieth-century revolution to make it both darker and better documented. 
The fourth volume of the revised version of The Great Wave was unfinished before Li Jieren 
died in 1962, but what had been completed of that volume was published posthumously in 1963 
(the three earlier volumes of the revised version came out between 1958 and 1962). In the short time 
that the new version circulated before the Cultural Revolution, it does not seem to have been very 
popular. Ng concludes that Li’s “insistent explorations of local color, archaic tradition, and social 
panorama marginalized his idiosyncratic work in the PRC literary canon” (223). 
Will this idiosyncratic work of a literary “misfit” (260) ever find a broader audience?  Ng does 
not directly address the question of how appealing either version of The Great Wave is for people 
without a particular interest in the historical place and time in which it is set. In my view, readers 
who like stories about strong, smart, sexually bold women will find The Great Wave as rewarding 
as Ripples on Dead Water. Mrs. Huang is quite a memorable character, as is Deng Yaogu in Ripples. 
As for literary historians and theorists of literature, Ng’s point about the trilogy as a “missing 
link” in regional fiction, as well as his stimulating arguments about how Li Jieren addressed the 
challenges of writing historical fiction in two very different political environments, ought to convince 
them to take another (or a first) look at The Great Wave. 
Ng’s book is well written and illustrated with evocative images of early twentieth-century 
Chengdu and Sichuan, many of them contributed by the delightful Li Jieren Memorial and Museum 
in Li Jieren’s old house in Chengdu. I have a few quibbles with some of the translations,4 but only 
detected one slight error of fact. Li Jieren’s friend Shu Xincheng 舒新城, the Chung Hwa Book 
Company 中華書局 (Zhonghua shuju) editor who arranged for the publication of Li’s novels in the 
1930s, was not Li’s Sichuan compatriot, as Ng writes (45). Shu was from Hunan. He and Li Jieren 
became known to each other as fellow members of the Young China Study Society and first met 
when Li Jieren returned from France in 1924. Shu Xincheng had taken a teaching job in Chengdu 
that year, and Li Jieren may have saved his life by helping him flee from the city when the city’s 
4　 An example of a somewhat imperfect translation is on page 121. The Great Wave narrator, describing calls for 
a Chengdu strike and province-wide tax revolt, comments 《民眾的最後武器，已是亮了出來。》Ng 
translates this as “It looks like the people have finally wielded their weapons.” More accurate, I think, would 
be “It looks like the ultimate weapon of the people has just been brandished.”  
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military authorities tried to arrest him for allegedly seducing a member of his school’s first class of 
female students.5 The incident attracted considerable notice among eastern China literary figures, 
and was discussed in the pages of Yusi 語絲. The Yusi exchange and the account of his narrow 
escape Shu Xincheng published soon afterward no doubt contributed to Sichuan’s reputation as a 
strange, isolated, conservative place, a reputation that Li Jieren’s rich and detailed fiction would soon 
challenge and attempt to dispel. ※
5　  For a discussion of Shu Xincheng’s experience in Chengdu in 1924 see Kristin Stapleton, Fact in Fiction: 
1920s China and Ba Jin’s Family (Stanford, forthcoming). 
